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Action from the Central Challenge at Labour Weekend, see later for full report.
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Editorial
For a number of years I have been pondering the idea of writing a book on R/C boating, mainly as a way
of passing on the accumulated knowledge and experience that I (and others) have gained in over 30
years of involvement. On mentioning this to 2 or 3 people in the last year I have received plenty of
encouragement that I should do it and it would be great. Thinking further on I realise it is not just about
me and there is a collective wealth of info out there in our membership. My first part of the project is
going to be to go through the old Propshafts over the last 30 years and pull out the best technical articles
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that would form the basis for a book and update them in collaboration with the original authors. Any gaps
I will seek to fill one way or another by writing the stuff myself or inviting others to do so.
This won’t be my book it will be ours, so I invite anyone that wants to contribute to do so. My experience
is mainly limited to glow motors, so those with electric and petrol experience are invited to contribute. A
large part of the book will approach the subject in a ‘kiwi way’ it won’t be about buy this and that, bolt it
on and away you go, it will be more about understanding the parameters from a more basic standpoint.
How an end result is achieved is less about whether the items are DIY or ‘off the shelf’ the important
thing, is understanding how and why something worked so that a good result can be replicated in future
or if it does not work what to do to fix it.
The book will not be a paper copy for sale but rather a PDF available for all on our website for download
and printing if one desires. It will be a work in progress and I do not have a completion date in mind, if it
ever gets finished.
At the conclusion of part one of the project I intend to have at least a table of contents indicating
Chapters and sections of the book, having different authors for different chapters is a good idea, so is
anyone putting their hand up.
Over the next few issues of Propshaft I will republish past technical articles that I consider worthy of
going into a bigger book. Later in this issue there is a reprint of an article by Grahame Haines on “Engine
Tuning” this is an example of the good stuff to come. Hey Grahame, I assume this is okay with you and I
invite you to update the article if you want, before going in a book.

Grand Prix Hydroplanes
Congratulations to Warwick Lupton who was recently successful in the 2010 World GP Championships
in Yarrawonga, Victoria Australia in becoming World Champion again to add to his 2006 victory at
Karapiro. Warwick was driving his radical GP007 Annihilator Race Boats (Kiwi 3 inspired) outrigger
hydroplane. The event was held over 5 rounds with the entries divided into 2 heats, so a bit like our heat
racing. Warwick was picking up 2nds and 3rds the whole weekend up to the final all in one heat due to
attrition. A red flag and the resulting re-run saw Warwick power home in 1st position and the
Championship after the demise (DNF) of his main rival Hi Tension. Just shows as we have always
known that to succeed in heat racing you need to finish all your heats and pick up the points, before
trying to win them all. For more details on the event go to the website below.
I watched some of the event on streaming video, it would seem also that the hooking and spinning
problem with the new boat has not yet been completely solved and the boat was being driven
conservatively. For those that have seen this boat running, because it is about 600 kg lighter that its
rivals, the acceleration is awesome and once it is sorted it should blow everything else away, if you get
the chance to see it running this summer, then go see it.
For details go to http://www.nzgrandprixhydroplane.com/news.html also linked to our website at
www.nzmpba.co.nz
Peter Collier

Subscriptions
These are now due and include a plea from our Treasurer and Secretary to follow the instructions on the
APPLICATION FORM at the rear. This is not just about getting the $ in the bank it is also about ensuring
that our records of members details are kept up to date and it will make the jobs of those that administer
the business of the NZMPBA on a voluntary basis a pleasure rather than a hassle. At worst we may end
up with your $ and no record of it against your name and this has been happening.
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Presidents Report
Ok so here we are again. It’s the second day of December as I write this and like most of you, am but
days away from the last club day of the year and only 22 days away from Christmas and hopefully a well
earned break.
It’s been quite a year with a reasonable mix of ups and downs. I was fortunate to be able to attend quite
a number of events during the year, usually our own club day and then an “away” event later in the
month. For me, my interests lie in Offshore and Hydroplanes. So I setup my calendar at the beginning of
the year to enable me to do that. If you weren’t into Offshore or hydroplane racing then there wasn’t
really that much to aim for. Well next year is different already.
You’ll find the sanctioned event calendar for 2011 thereabouts . Yes it’s a busy one, If you like oval
racing we’ve got that covered, if you like Hydroplane racing it’s there too. If you like Offshore racing then
you’ve got that in spades.
We have extended the Offshore series to 8 rounds for next year, yes that’s 8 rounds. If you’re prepared
to put in the effort and race all 8 rounds then you’ll probably win it! But if you’re based in Wellington or
the lower half of the north Island, then you’ve got 4 rounds right on your doorstep. If you live in the
northern half of the north island then you’ve got to travel a bit more, to Hamilton, Taupo, and Rotorua or
Tauranga. Who would want to miss the 25th running of the wellington Offshore in March? I know the
Wellington guys are just pumped for it, and after attending my first one last march I’ll be there for sure.
Even some of the south Islanders get a shot, the infamous Picton offshore is part of the series this year,
so they may have to travel to wellington or further north if they want a shot at the series title. But it’s
there for the taking, you just need to decide how much effort to put in.
The south Island boys are also running a handicap series around the south island. If you’re worried
about having no experience or too slow a boat then this is for you. All you have to do is some hot laps to
establish a “standard” lap time. Then you race, and you start according to your standard lap time. It helps
to avoid the crush at the first turn after the start, and has spectacular finishes with almost all boats
crossing the finish at the same time. Hopefully we can get a club or somebody to run a North Island
series for 2012.
Don’t forget that placings at sanctioned events collect points toward the president’s cup. This is a cup
that reflects an individuals efforts and achievements during the 12 month period along with achievement
at the nationals.
Okay so you’ve got some ideas for how things could be done differently in the NZMPBA. Well there are
two ways to help make that change happen. If you think a rule or multiple rules need to be changed then
you have until the middle of March to write a remit and submit it to the committee for the AGM to discuss
and vote. The second way to have an input to the future of our sport is to become a member of the
committee. A few of the current committee have indicated they’ll be standing down at the next AGM, so
that will be your chance. This year, we’ve introduced conference calls via skype for our committee
meetings. It’s usually the third Monday of the month for an hour and half a month. Not too arduous, and
a great way to get things done for the future of our sport.
At the AGM we’ll be deciding where to host the 2012 Nationals. In line with our policy of alternating
nationals between the North and South Islands, we’ll be looking for a North Island host. It would be really
great to see some applications come from the lower north Island. Nudge Nudge Wink Wink. Can we
have your applications/expressions of interest by mid March as well please?
Don’t forget we’ve published the entry form for next year’s nationals in Blenheim. Organisation is well
advanced and it’s shaping up to be an awesome event. So if you haven’t done your entry form yet, try
and get it done by the end of January before you forget. Also as previously stated, hopefully you have
organised some accommodation already, if you’re planning to come, as Blenheim has quite a few events
going on the same weekend.
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That’s about it from me, we’ll have another edition of Propshaft to you in early March and then that will
be it until the nationals and agm. So on behalf of the committee I’d like to take this opportunity to wish
you all a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
Cheers
Bob

NZMPBA AGM 2010 Minutes
Hamilton 2nd April 2010
Meeting opened 7:10pm
Present : Steve Trott, Andrew O’Neill, Bob Gutsell, Kim Kockott, Tony Kockott, Merv Sowden, Jason
Lester, Andrew Meek, Gordon White, Darryl Christiansen, Terry Riddiford, Wayne Mowbry
Apologies : Kerry O’Reilly, Dean Harris.
Membership cards of Malcolm Miller, Dean Harris,
Minutes of Previous AGM
The minutes from the 2009 AGM at Lake Karapiro 7 th Feb 2009 read by Andrew O’Neill. Moved AO
Seconded ST
Business Arising
John Bellworthy stepped down as Trophy Custodian, Tony Kockott took on the role for 2009 2010.
Peter Collier requires a PropShaft Sub Editor.
Moved ST Seconded AO
Outwards Correspondance
Sent required documentation to file with the Incorporated Societies.
Sent out letter to the South Island clubs seeking expression of interest in hosting the 2011
National Champs.
Moved AO Seconded ST
Inwards Correspondance
Received conformation from Nevill Harris the Registrar of Incorporated Societies that info filed
and up to date.
Received letter from Grahame Haines informing us that the Marlborough Model Power Boat Club
would like to host the 2011 National Champs in Blenhiem.
Nominations for committee from Jason Lester.
Moved AO Seconded ST
Presidents Report
Had been published in the latest PropShaft. Read out by Steve Trott. Copy attached.
Moved ST, Seconded AM
Financial
Financial Report read by Andrew O’Neill in Kerry’s absence.
KK Moved, not carried.
Report not carried. GW requested clarification and an item by item breakdown of the Printing
costs and the IRMS.
Kerry to clarify, e-mail to be sent to members present to vote and accept. Updated copy
attached.
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Election Of Officers
President : Steve Trott n/s TK, JL.
Andrew O’Neill n/s DH, TR.
Nominations closed AO / ST. Vote by secret ballot, counted by abstaining member Wayne Mowbry.
ST elected.

Vice President : Andrew O’Neill n/s TK, KK
Bob Gutsell n/s JL, AM
Dean Harris n/s AO, TR
Nominations closed ST / JL. Vote by secret ballot, counted by abstaining member Wayne Mowbry.
BG elected.
Secretary : Andrew O’Neill n/s GW, JL
Nominations closed ST / JL. No other nominations, AO elected.
Treasurer : Kerry O’Reilly n/s BG, AO
Nominations closed ST / JL. No other nominations, KO elected.
Committee : Grahame Haines n/s ST, AO
Jason Lester n/s BG, MS
Kim Kockott n/s AO, BG
Damian Baker n/s BG, AM
Dean Harris n/s TK, GW DH Declined.
Malcolm Miller n/s AO, TK
Nominations closed ST / JL, DH Declined, GH, JL, KK, DB, MM elected.
New Officers were therefore declared elected.
Patron :

Peter Knight Snr

President :

Steve Trott

Vice Pres :

Bob Gutsell

Secretary :

Andrew O’Neill

Treasurer :

Kerry O’Reilly

Committee : Grahame Haines
Jason Lester
Kim Kockott
Damian Baker
Malcolm Miller
The positions of Solicitor and Auditor was discussed and m/s ST, JL that we continue to use
Blackleys/Binns. Carried.
PropShaft Editor : Peter Collier
Web Master : Peter Collier
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Trophy Custodian : Tony Kockott
Scale Hydro Registrar : Grahame Haines
Presidents Cup Collator : Andrew O’Neill
Records Collator : Grahame Haines
Remits :
Complete list attached with decisions and alterations reached.
Editors note: Remit list not received.
General Business :
Meeting closed 12:15am m/s ST, BG.
Recorded by Andrew O’Neill

An R/C Model Boating Book
Refer back to Editorial, this is the kind of copy to be collated and included in a bigger book.

ENGINE TUNING (HOW TO FIND THE SWEET SPOT)
BY NITRO NED (Grahame Haines)
A lot of new, and not so new boaters to our hobby, seem to have some degree of difficulty finding the
right engine settings or the sweet spot for perfect running.
Our wee engines need the correct compression and mixture settings to give maximum horsepower at
wide-open throttle (WOT) and give a long lifetime of use.
Many will have noticed the older experienced boaters, usually have little or no trouble with the tuning of
their engines. This is mainly because they have done their homework and set their engines up properly
and usually only have to alter the needle setting a couple of clicks each new day of running. I look at
some guys at the pond winding their needles in and out every time they start their engines and ask why?
I look at my motors a bit like my car engine. I see someone playing with the needle and ask “do you lift
the bonnet of your car and play with the carb mixture every time you go out in it”? The answer of course
is “no”! The same applies to our motors. Once set up properly they need little or no adjustment.
My OS65VRM in Lite All-Star is21 years old and it has worn out 2 liners and wrecked a 3rd when it ran a
bearing. It is still going strong. When it goes off song there is something wrong with it not the tuning as a
rule. Investigation on the latest episode found a broken exhaust manifold flange. It went off song lacking
top end RPM, and altering the needle made no difference. I returned the needle to the original setting
then came home to investigate, and found the problem.
The correct compression ratio is probably the most influential aspect of our engines performance. Too
low the motor will not make power or in some cases not even run on the water and quit. Too high and
you can wreck the engine in one run.
As an example of too low a compression ratio. Some year’s back, 2 local boaters brought a K&B 67 each
for their tunnels. I mixed some 4:1 fuel for them and at the pond the boats would get 10 meters off shore
and quit. Another boater was running 20% Nitro Byron fuel so offered a tank full each to try. Bingo away
they went full noise. I immediately realized the compression was too low for methanol fuel, as Nitro
requires less compression than methanol. Later checks found 7.5:1 ratios. We need around the 9:1 mark
for methanol.
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If you go to full sized boat race meetings or car race meetings the mechanics will often read the plugs to
check their tuning as they provide a wealth of information on what it happening up in "“hells kitchen"” at
WOT. The same can be done with our engines. I have found the following chart taken from a model jet
magazine several years ago very useful.

GLO PLUG COLOUR INDICATIONS
::::-

Dark brown / oily – under compressed and/or over- rich
Light brown/slightly moist – near correct compression and fuel
Becoming greyish/dry – over compressed and or over- lean
Definite grey/ sand blasted look – detonation over compressed
And definite over leanness

This is easy to check at the pond if you run the silver body plugs like McCoy etc however if you use black
body plugs you may need to lift the head and inspect the combustion chamber for colour. The perfect
colour is a bronzed look where you can still see the aluminum thru the colour. (My 81VRM burns virtually
no colour on the head at all).
If you use McCoy plugs the outside is also heat sensitive so if it comes back blue/brown it maybe an
indication of lean or over heated running. Check the cooling as well as mixture.
Finally you can not find your tuning by setting the needle on the bank. You must set things and run at
WOT on the water or course for 5 or 6 laps to get a true reading.
Next Propshaft I will do an article on reading the plug element to add to John Belworthys article in
Propshaft No 1 2002.
Good luck.

Regatta Report Rotorua 100
Round 4 of the NZMPBA Offshore Series
Hosted by Hamilton & Bay of Plenty Model Power Boat Clubs
November 27th 2010
By Bob Gutsell
Well considering it was the final of our 4 round series, you wouldn’t have known it from the turn out. With
8 out of the 10 entries actually turning up. The course was duly set-out, scrutineering undertaken for all
boats and drivers briefing completed, it was time to start practice laps. A quick all-in 10 minutes of
practice was duly had by most and it was “Gentlemen start your engines!”
This was the first time we had run at Hamurana, Rotorua. It’s a public domain immediately adjacent to
the Hamurana Stream outlet into Lake Rotorua. The water depth is only about 1/2 to 1 metre deep for
about 200 metres from the shoreline. Despite fine weather and light winds being predicted we were
greeted by sunny blue skies all right, but also about 10-15 knots of wind coming right up the lake into our
faces. This was to make the course extremely challenging with one leg heading directly into the chop,
two legs running at various angles to it, another leg coming back with the chop and the final front straight
leg running parallel with it along the front straight. No surprises there.
When entries closed, we had 10 entries, come race day that number had shrunk to 8. After close of
entries it was clear that we were going to struggle to have one pit person per racer, one person in each
of the two rescue dinghies, and somebody to run the IRMS. Come drivers brief we presented a couple of
options to either run two groups through the heats and two finals just so we could use people from the off
heats to run the current heats. It meant that those who were racing would end up pitting for themselves if
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they couldn’t grab the one or two floating pit people. We made sure people were set up in the right
locations and a couple of us set up our gear on the beach so starting was a simple case of starting the
boat, literally turning around and dropping the boat in the water. Believe it or not, it worked fine.
By the time of the final we’d had enough attrition to allow us to run the remaining 6 boats in the one heat
and it worked fine, again. Once again consistency was the name of the game, speed was not a factor
given the conditions. In the first group we had the nitro’s as usual, and the usual suspects to boot. The
heat was won by Neil Plumpton who made his first appearance in the series of the year to date. Closely
followed by Steve Trott and Matt Bindon. That was it for this group as we only had 3 nitros by the time
the flag dropped.
Group 2 was the Petrol boats, and was won by Leon Jacobs and the jug. This boat made it’s first
appearance at the Taupo event and for those that haven’t seen it, is a 57 inch Apache, with a 35cc
Quickdraw and conventional submerged drive. It’s a long way from being the fastest boat in the fleet but
having the high freeboard that is typical of the Apaches combined with the subsurface drive made for a
boat that just went round and round and round and round! Meanwhile second place was taken by yours
truly and Big red, shared with Ian Jacobs and Lost, followed by Tony Christienson and Motivation and
Dale Hopkins with the yellow boat.
Heat two was taken out by Neil Plumpton again with Matt Bindon coming home second place, and Steve
Trott bringing home 3rd after suffering radio problems for most of the heat. The Petrol Group was once
again taken out by Leon and The Jug with big red coming home a distant second and Dale Hopkins out
for the heat with a dodgy throttle servo.
After a quick lunch of the now standard bangers and bread pimped up with buttered bread and onions
(well it is almost Christmas), we decided to run an all in heat for the final, which was all of 5 boats,
unfortunately Steve couldn’t fix his radio problems so he was out, and Tony C. had to leave early for a
speaking engagement in Auckland.
So with Steve manning the IRMS, and our newcomer from the BOP Club, Brent in the rescue dingy
away we went. The result was once again Leon in front and Neil Plumpton second and Matt Bindon a
close 3rd and myself in 4 th place.
So there you have it, the final round of the 2010 Offshore
series. Sorry there are no photos but our regular
photographers weren’t able to make it this time around.
Final placings and the 2010 triphy will be will be awarded
at the Nationals Prize giving Easter 2011.
A big thanks to all those who participated this year and
an even bigger thanks to the few that didn’t participate
but helped out anyway. It’s people like you that really
make these events work.

Name

Total Laps

Placing

Leon Jacobs
Neil Plumpton
Matt Bindon
Bob Gutsell
Dale hopkins
Steve Trott
Ian Jacobs
Tony Christiansen

149
107
97
78
29
24
15
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

More changes are in store for next year, we have
incorporated all 4 rounds of the Wellington Offshore and the Picton Offshore into our program for next
year so we’ll have 7 rounds in total. Why? So we can have a balanced opportunity for people to
participate across the country.
That’s it for this year, hopefully we’ll see you all again in the new year along with some new boats.
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Central Challenge 2010
By Kim Kockott
The Challenge put out by the Central club is not for the feint hearted but we had a good response from the brave and for the
second year running the weather over the Labour weekend obliged us and was superb. We were pleased to see so many
make the trip from Napier, Masterton and Tauranga to meet the challenge for a second time. With the sun shining on
Saturday morning set up was easy and racing started on time with Malcolm Miller’s Miller High Life
and Bob Gutsell’s Cellular One 1/8 scale Hydros. This was the first of our 1/8 scale Hydro racing that
we will be continuing with in next years Challenge and as the 1/8 scale Hydro’s are one of the nicest
r/c boats to watch we hope to see more than just Bob and Malcolm’s on the water. Not that they didn’t
do a great job of keeping our interest.

Cheryl Riddiford

Malcolm Miller’s Miller Lite

Tony launching Bob Gutsell’s Cellular One

Happy !!

1stBobGutsell(CellularOne)38pts
2nd Malcolm Miller (Miller High Life) 23pts
In the oval heats for the Thunderboats Andrew O’Neill spun out and had to administer last minute make shift repairs.
Terry Riddiford got everyone sitting up and paying attention, last year was his very first race and this year he was pretty
quick taking first place, Andrew second and Bob Gutsel third.

What’s that about size?

Bob Gutsell’s Mr Snifters

Andrew O’Neill’s Mountian Dew

Terry Riddiford’s “The Ridds”

1stTerryRiddiford(TheRidds)55pts
2ndAndrewO’Neill(MountainDew)52pts
3rd Bob Gutsell (Mr Snifters) 27pts
The Class 1 Tunnel Oval Heats was the largest class of the weekend with 10 boats entering and Kevin Clark’s
Action making it’s his first race regatta. Andrew O’Neill’s Hellbent coming first with 58pts, Neil Plumpton’s Sytec
second with 47pts and Dean Harris Demon third with 41pts.
st

1 Andrew O’Neill (Hellbent) 58pts
nd
2 Neil Plumpton (Sytec) 47pts
rd
3 Dean Harris (Demon) 41pts
th
4 Malcolm Miller (Sparky) 29pts
th
5 Tony Christiensen (Inspiration) 22pts
th
6 Damien Von Hussen (Reaper) 21pts
th
6 Terry Riddiford (Gen 3) 21pts
th
8 Bob Gutsell (Toll) 18pts
th
9 Tony Kockott (Redline) 16pts
th
10 Kevin Clark (Action) 7pts
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Terry Riddiford’s Gen 3

Damien Van Husen’s Reaper

Neill Plumpton’s Sytec

Tony Christiensen’s Inspiration

Dean Harris’s Demon

Malcolm Millers Sparky

Class 1 Hydro was also well supported with eight boats unfortunately there were some serious
casualties in the heats which knocked out several of the boats.
st
1 Terry Riddiford (Lake Racer) 56pts
nd
2 Dean Harris (Insane) 54pts
rd
3 Andrew O’Neill (Mountain Dew) 33pts
th
4 Tony Christiensen (Despiration) 12pts
th
5 Tony Kockott (Fulminator) 11pts
th
6 Damien Von Hussen (Stryker) 2pts
th
7 Bob Gutsell (Mr Snifters) 2pts
th
8 Neil Plumpton (89) 1pt
Class 2 Hydro Oval Heats
st
1 Tony Kockott (Taipan) 40pts
nd
2 Neil Plumpton (89) 36pts
rd
3 Bob Gutsell (Lil Snifter) 2pts

Class 2 Mono / Tunnel Combined Oval Heats
st
1 Malcolm Miller (Obsession) 32pts
nd
2 Neil Plumpton (89) 22pts
rd
3 Tony Kockott (Pegasus) 19pts
Class 1 Mono Oval Heats
st
1 Bob Gutsell (Big Red) 54pts
nd
2 Neil Plumpton (Scarab) 38pts
rd
3 Dean Harris (Hulk) 33pts
th
4 Damien Von Hussen (Hot Fuzz) 19pts
th
5 Tony Kockott
(Black Steer) 13pts

The Open Endurance is one of the highlights of the challenge and really enjoyed by
all who participate. All the fuss about going 20min Anticlockwise around the M
Course and now everyone loves it and it is exciting for spectators to watch. At the
Challenge we run Mono’s and Tunnels in the Endro but no Hydro’s. Neil’s
experience paid off and he took first place

st

1
nd
2
rd
3
th
4
th
5
th
6
th
6

Neil Plumpton (Sytec) 68laps
Dean Harris (Hulk) 43laps
Bob Gutsell (Big Red) 33laps
Tony Christiensen (Yellow) 36laps
Damien Von Hussen (Hot Fuzz) 22laps
Terry Riddiford (Gen 3) 14laps
Kevin Clark (Action) 14laps

Thanks for the success of the weekend go to Kerry and Tanya for supplying the delicious lunches. We were treated to
steak, sausages and icy cold drinks. On the Saturday night we had a BBQ for all competitors and their families.
Socialising is very important at the Central Club, we believe friendship is the most important part of the hobby and we
include a “getting to know your fellow boaters’ in our challenge. The weather was fantastic so we were able to sit down
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together straight after the day’s racing and have a drink and another of the O’Reilly’s superb meals, potato salad,
green salad, steak, sausages and coleslaw.

Congratulations to Malcolm Miller who broke the B Tunnel record with
“Obsession” doing 80.178kmh. Well Done Malcolm !

A BIG Thanks to Andrew who does the program and prepares the events and heats. Dean
who sees the program goes smoothly. Damian certainly pulled his weight, along with Andrew
and Dean with the rescue boat. Thanks to Malcolm who is always helping out making the
day a pleasure. Terry and Cheryl who are visitors always pitch in and help out like one of the
family. Neil and Joycelyn left with big smiles and lots of trophies.
All those who came had a truly brilliant weekend and we all look forward to next years challenge.

Club News
Taranaki
Hi all,
With the weather sorting itself out, we are having more enjoyable club days. The club has adopted
charging money to run a boat on club day. We have picked up a new member and his interests are Hydros.
He has a Dumas kit (atlas van lines) with a OS65 vrm in it. It’s not quite ready, but hopefully will see it on the
water soon for some testing and be ready for racing by the end of Jan. We are to host a SUHA regatta in
Jan and this is when the weed fronts up, hopefully it won’t be a problem.
The club held its first King of the Lake this month, the first since Steve T left the club. It was great even
though we only had three boats in the race. We had someone free for clubday so we got the handycam out
and took some footage of the days racing . We have yet to put out the new buoys out on the lake, it will
happen over the xmas break , so a big working bee is needed to do this . We have a few new builds coming
threw the pipeline and hopefully will be on the water over the break also.
Cheers
PG

Bay of Plenty Model Powerboat Club.
November 2010 Update
We have been really busy here. We have got our new lake at Tauriko all set up ready to go, we have set out
a permanent 100m oval with a 70m mono matrix type course inside it, with an enduro offset also. From
there it takes about 5 to 10 mins max to fit the course marker foams and we are in business. The courses
are very accurate, all measured out with surveying gear, and we have pegs on opposite sides of the lake for
each set of marks so became very easy to make accurate. The drivers position is naturally elevated about 3
metres or so and is awesome to drive from. There is a ton of room for the pit area so all very user friendly.
We recently ran a display at the Model and Hobby Expo in town over 2 days. We had a great selection of
well presented boats and good information on offer. There was a steady flow of visitors all weekend and it
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appears that we have netted at least 2 more new members, 1 is apparently a chap who has retired here
from Germany, who has a keen interest in fast electric stuff, and in the past has been a Naviga World
Champ, and still has all his boats etc. Major thanks to Warren Belk who almost single handed organised and
manned the display for the weekend. This adds to the 3 new members we are currently fostering of whom
are all in the process of building their first new boats, 2 are C1 Deep Vees and the other a P2 Deep vee. We
anticipate seeing all these on the water early in 2011. This simply adds to the good numbers we are already
getting at Club Race days and Practice days.
We will also be putting on another operational and static display at the Tauranga Harbour round of the
fullsize hydro regatta in January 2011 and you should see that there are other dates noted for other rounds
both North and South Island, if there is a round near you, get your club organised with some boats and give
away info and you will find it very worth while, you can contact me for the details of the coordinator so you
can make arrangements specific to the venue near you.
We are still working with the TDC on another new venue albeit in final planning stages and yet another
potential opportunity to be involved at the developing local Tect park (noisy park for all motorsport types,
from drag racing, to karting to jet sprinting) for yet another venue.
We are working toward a good club representation at the South Island Nats next year and hopefully being in
a position to host our first invitational regatta at some point next year also.
So all is well here in the fine warm sunny BOP, so on behalf of all of us here, seasons greetings and enjoy a
happy and safe new year !!
Regs, TUI.
Wellington
Well we finally managed to complete our 4 rounds of offshore with the November meeting after bad weather
and other stuff such as Father’s day pushing the scheduled 3rd round later in the year. Some great racing,
without necessarily having to battle rough seas all the time, almost back to the excitement of circuit racing
with the old firm riding high out in front. We miss the circuit racing since suspension of racing in Palmerston
North with no indication of when we the lower north island racing scene will be revitalized. A pity as there
are circuit hydros sitting on shelves in workshops that don’t get in the water very often.
Preparations for the 25th running of our Offshore Event are well underway, see you on the 6th of March,
watch the website for entry form and further details.
The year was wrapped up with the traditional club days boating on the river and adjournment to President
Paul Bretherton’s residence for barbeque and prizegiving.
Hamilton
As reported in the last edition of the Propshaft, thunder boats are the growth area within the club. With many
of the existing members waiting for or working on Damian Bakers hulls. When all are finished the club will
have eight T1 thunder boats, which should make for some exhilarating club race days.
The new club race day format has been a success this year. The aim of these days was to get members to
the lake on the same day every month for some formal races rather than tuning. This has allowed members
to get valuable race experience between national events. A few small changes to next years club race days
will help grow the participation and enjoyment of these days.
More information including all results can be found at http://nzmpba.yuku.com/forums/66/t/HAMILTONMODEL-BOAT-CLUB.html
The offshore series has finished for the year with the Tauranga 100 being run on lake Rotorua. A report on
this regatta can be found else where in this edition.
Members Projects
Barry Kemps - Is not far off running his new sport 45.
Gordon White - Has just taken on an unfinished 1/8th scale hydro.
Morgan Plummer - Looking at building a mono for offshore racing.
Bob Gutsell - Has a laser cut 1/8th scale hydro kit to start on.
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Damian Baker - Busy with orders for his thunder boat. Also building a mono for the offshore events.
Andrew Meek – Has a second cigarette hull that will replace his aging C1.
Graeme De Pina – Almost has his hands on a 72-inch catamaran that has been built for him in Aussie.
Dale Hopkins - Waiting for delivery of one of Damian’s Thunder boats. Already has the hardware and motor.
Matt Bindon - Waiting for delivery of one of Damian’s Thunder boats. Just finished rebuilding C1 cigarette.
To reach the club email: hmpc.nz@gmail.com.
Taupo
As for Taupo Club /Venue goes there is still only two of us, the weather is not on our side for running boats
on the lake too many swimmers so we wait until the next lot of club days in Huntly or Hamilton and run there
Tania, Toni and myself will be waiting for the GP round at Karapio sound like a few of us plan to stay the
weekend and enjoy the racing
Anyway to everyone all the very best for xmas and have a great new year.
Regards Kerry
Wairarapa
Things are ticking away here in the Wairarapa. We now have an ‘Official Race Day' which has been set for
the second Sunday of each month. 2pm. We are running a 'flying lap' type of competition, and oval
racing. In the future may look at a marathon - all in- race.
One of our members had a very successful event at the Central Challenge in Huntly recently, coming away
with two 1st places. Well done Terry.
The water level in our lake has been high lately, which helps in controlling the weed problem, but we fear
that this will not last. We have had fish introduced into the lake, but the jury is out on how effective they will
be.
Some of our guys are getting an impressive fleet of boats, but because there are still only a few of us, we
have basically placed boats into classes based on the flying lap times.
This seems to be a fair way of doing things at present. We are still trying to be conscious of entry level
boaters and are encouraging this. We have some interested in joining us and have a new member who has
a homemade 'swamp boat'. One thing we do is try to emphasise to any potential boaters is to ask or get
advice before racing in and buying something, particularly off Trade-me. Buying online is becoming more
and more risky. There is still interest in the crackerbox class which should become popular as more get onto
the water. The guys who are running the modified, high performance, boats are getting better, and it is still a
big learning curve for them.
We are situated at Henley Lake, Masterton. All are welcome.
Any inquiries,

Wayne Mowbray,

ph 06 370 1670

Bright Ideas –
Any?
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email

Wayne.Mowbray@xtra.co.nz

NZMPBA 2011 Calendar of Events
Sanctioned Events
Date
November 30
January 29th & 30th.

Event
Finalise 2011 Event Calendar
SUHA Silver Cup

Venue

February 26 & 27th

Round 1 of South Island Handicap Series

Blenheim

March 6
th

th

March 19 & 20
April 22nd-25th
May 1
May 21st & 22nd
May 22nd & 23rd
June 4-6
June 4-6
June 18
July 30-31

August 7
August 20
August 27th & 28 th
September 24
October 22-24th
November 6
November 26th & 27th
November 26th & 27th
November 30
December 4th

Wellington Offshore Round 1 25th running
(NZMPBA Round 1)
SUHA Governors Cup
NZMPBA National Championships
Wellington Offshore Round 2 (NZMPBA round 2)
Round 2 South Island Handicap Series
Manukau Club Champs and SUHA Seafair Trophy
Queens Birthday Radio Marlborough Challenge.
QUEENS BIRTHDAY Brass Monkey Speedrun
and Oval Racing Extravaganza
Hamilton 100 Offshore (NZMPBA Round 3)
Frostbite Scale Regatta & Picton OffShore
(NZMPBA Round 4)
Wellington Offshore Round 3 (NZMPBA Round 5)
Taupo 100 Offshore (NZMPBA Round 6)
Round 3 South Island Handicap Series
BOP (Tauranga or Rotorua) Offshore NZMPBA
Round 7)
Central Challenge
Wellington Offshore Round 4 (NZMPBA Round 8)
BOP Model Power Boat Club Invitational Oval-fest
Round 4 South Island Handicap Series.

Taranaki

Seaview, Wellington
Hakanoa
Blenheim
Hutt River
Dunsandel
Wattle Downs Manukau
Wairau Diversion
Lake Hakanoa
Hamilton
Wairau Diversion
Hutt River
Taupo
Nelson 88 Valley
TBC
Lake Hakanoa
Hutt River
Te Miro Lakes
Christchurch

Finalise 2012 Calendar
Christmas Invitational Club Day
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Lake Hakanoa

Manukau Model Power Boat
Club

Central Model Power Boat Club
Bay Of Plenty Model Power Boat
Club
Hamilton Model Power Boat
Club

Napier Model Power Boat Club
Taranaki Model Power Boat
Club
Masterton Radio Yacht Club
Wellington Model Power Boat
club
Marlborough Model Power Boat
Club
Christchurch Model Power Boat
Club
Ashburton Model Power Boat
club

Club Running Days
2nd and 4th Sunday of each
Month
@ 9:00 am
Informal running every second
Sunday
1st Sunday of each Month
@ 8:30 am
3rd Saturday of Month @ midday
Club Race Day
1st Saturday of each Month
@ 9:00 am
Informal Running every
Saturday morning.
Every Saturday @ 1pm
1st Sunday of each month @
9:00 am
2nd Sunday of month @ 2:00 pm
1st Sunday of each month @
1:00 pm
1st Sunday of Month
@ 9:00am
Nothing planned

Wattle Downs, Manukau City

Lake Hakanoa, Huntly
Te Miro Lakes, Tauranga
Hamilton Lake, Eastern Side

Anderson Park, Napier
Lake Cowley, Waitara
Lake Henley, Masterton
Hutt River, Sladden Park

For more up to date info and entry form downloads go to website www.nzmpba.co.nz
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Application for New and Continuing Membership
NZMPBA #
Name:
Address:

Phone numbers
Home:
Work:
Mobile:
E-mail:
DOB / Age:
Occupation:
Preferred Frequency…………………. MHz Alternate Frequency………………………. MHz
Signed………………………………………..Date:………………………………….

Subscription Fee Structure
Senior Membership
Family Membership
Junior Membership
Full Time Student
Senior Citizen

(Financial year starts 1st January each year)

Full Rate $40.00
Full Rate for 1st Senior member, 50% of full rate for each other
family member living at the same address.
50% of full rate for upto 20 years of age.
50% of full rate.
50% of full rate for 65 + years of age.

Only one set of mail will be sent to a family group membership but each member will have an
individual registration / race number and have full voting rights.

First time / New memberships.
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st July each year will only pay 50% of the
applicable rate above.
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st October each year would be at the full
correct applicable rate BUT will also be valid to include the next full financial year.
Amount enclosed $
(cheque, cash, direct credit) delete as required. Please circle the
membership type you are joining under.
Return form and subs to:
NZMPBA Treasurer:
Kerry O’Reilly
253B Taharepa Road
Taupo
Ph 07 3767524
Fax 07 3767525Email tanimoff@xtra.co.nz

Payment may be made by direct credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 00 instead of including with posted
form or emailed form. Be sure to include your name and note you are a new member or if an existing
member include NZMPBA race # to identify payee.
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ASP Marine Engines Are Back!
ASP 21MX $136.48
ASP 46M $157.78
ASP 61M $185.41
ASP 91M $217.98

Aluminium Exhaust Manifolds for Side Exhaust
Glow Engines
*30 Size Headers, Tight,
Medium & Wide Bends,
Bolt Spacing 35mm
*40 Size Headers, Tight,
Medium & Wide
Bends, Bolt Spacing
37mm (FITS ASP 46)
*60 Size Headers, Tight,
Medium & Wide
Bends, Bold Spacing
42mm (FITS ASP 61
&ASP 91)

NITROMETHANE, Special Prices Wile Stock
Lasts
1 Litre of Nitromethane $24.15
4 Litres of Nitromethane $87.40
10 Litres of Nitromethane $201.25
20 Litres of Nitromethane $385.25
Prices include New Containers

New Zealand Model Powerboat Championships
2011
18

Hosted by Marlborough Model Powerboat Club.
ARA Vineyard - Blenheim
Easter Weekend from Friday 22nd – Monday 25th April 2011.
Practice Times and Race Programme still to be confirmed.
Name:_____________________________ NZMPBA #:_______ Boat Club: ___________________
E-Mail:_______________________ Phone Number: HM
MOB
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
Event

Frequency

Alternate
Frequency

Event

Frequency

A Mono Oval Heat

C Scale Hydro Oval Heat

B Mono Oval Heat

Sport 45 Hydro Oval Heat

C1 Mono Oval Heat

Sport 20 Hydro Oval Heat

C2 Mono Oval Heat

A Marathon Oval 20mins

P1 Mono Oval Heat

B Marathon Oval 20mins

P2 Mono Oval Heat

C1 Marathon Oval 20mins

P3 Mono Oval Heat

C2 Marathon Oval 20mins

A Tunnel Oval Heat

P1 Marathon Oval 20mins

B Tunnel Oval Heat

P2 Marathon Oval 20mins

C2 Tunnel Oval Heat

P3 Marathon Oval 20mins

P1 Tunnel Oval Heat

A Endurance Rev M 20mins

P2 Tunnel Oval Heat

B Endurance Rev M 20mins

P3 Tunnel Oval Heat

C1 Endurance Rev M 20mins

A Hydro Oval Heat

C2 Endurance Rev M 20mins

B Hydro Oval Heat

P1 Endurance Rev M 20mins

C2 Hydro Oval Heat

P2 Endurance Rev M 20mins

P1 Hydro Oval Heat

P3 Endurance Rev M 20mins

P2 Hydro Oval Heat

Open Oval Heat

P3 Hydro Oval Heat

N2 Offshore Oval Heat

Petrol Sport Hydro Oval Heat

N2 Hydro Oval Heat

Thunderboat T1 Oval Heat

Limited P Offshore Oval Heat

Thunderboat T2 Oval Heat

Limited P Hydro Oval Heat

Stock Cracker Box Oval Heat

Open Electric Oval Heat

Alternate
Frequency

Terms and Conditions
Mandatory Alternate Frequency does not apply to 2.4GHz radios.
All Oval and Marathon events will be run on the Oval course. Endurance course will be as per rule book i.e. 5
point anticlockwise.
Endurance and Marathon will consist of 1 x 20 minute heat each unless time allows 2 x 20 minute heats each.
All events will be run to NZMPBA Rules. Latest version of the rules as on website www.nzmpba.co.nz
All participants must be current financial members of the NZMPBA.
Entries Close Monday 28th March 2011 @ 10pm. (Late entries will incur an additional fee of $20.00
and may not necessarily be accepted).
Regatta Registration Fee
Event Fee ($2.00 per event)
Nationals Patch ( $18.00 each)
Total Payment must accompany entry, Cheques made to NZMPBA

$
$
$
NZ$

25.00
.00
.00
.00

Entries may be Posted or E-Mailed (no phone entries will be accepted)
Post: NZMPBA c\o- Andrew O Neill, 4/55 Whitford Rd, Howick, Auckland 2014.
Email: nzmpba@hotmail.com (also to confirm a direct credit or banked cash deposit has been made).
2011 Nats Entry Fee Direct Credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 - 02 include your NZ race number as reference.
2011 NZMPBA Subs Direct Credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 - 00 include your NZ race number as reference.
Signed as acceptance of all terms and conditions_______________________________
Any questions please contact:
Bob Gutsell – President Ph: (07) 853 9886 Mob: 021 750562 or bob_Gutsell@yahoo.com
Andrew O’Neill – Secretary Ph: (09) 533 7950 Mob: 0277 759 337 or nzmpba@hotmail.com
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